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A new therapeutic method for the Regenerative Ophthalmic

sues as retina, uvea, cornea and the optic nerve and also the body

Using an homotoxicological pharmaceutical blend therapy

“self-regulate”, as it was in the past, its normal biological functions.

and General Medicine.

through retrobulbar injections to “reset” the “body’ programmation” deteriorated by environmental life’ conditions completely

tissues through the therapeutical “re-regulation” of the affected

tissues of the eye and the body no more capable to spontaneously
Author reports the capability to stimulate the regeneration not

and worsly changed from the first “original programmation” in

only of autologous eye stem cells but also, of the “totipotent” autol-

originally created and programmated, that were completely dif-

sclerosis and dry-eye-syndromes and so on and incidentally also, as

the legendary “Eden” where through the “environmental conditions”, in which life is then started and “humans” have been

ferent from to day environmental planet-earth conditions com-

pletely deteriorated, reason for which the human autologous
stem cells, to day, do not work any more completely, automati-

cally repairing and regenerating damaged tissues and organs as
should be by their original programmation and mission because

practically now we are subjected to completely modified and de-

ogous stem cells having “unwillingly” cured, during practice, also
anosmia cases, acoustic nerve deficiency cases, arthritis, multiple

example, some cases of black hair spontaneous re-growth in some
70’/80’ years old patients, while he was committed to cure “only”

optic nerve and retina affected by wet and dry maculopaties and
other eye’ pathologies.

These unwanted positive results have forced me to try to under-

teriorated biological situations.

stand the inner, not yet known, biological mechanism that could

gous retinal stem cells transplants (in the world) through the

ples” regulate autologous stem cells regeneration because, at the

The author reports his experience derived from first autolo-

explantation from “Marrow-Bone” (through the Hip) and re-implantation into the “retrobulbar fat of the Eye” started 13 years
ago at February 2008 in the public hospital “Eduardus Kranken-

Haus” in Koln (Cologne) in Germany with the authorization and

explain this surprising spontaneous body behavior and after a deep
and extensive study i could conclude that the following “4 princimoment, they are the only logic possible explanations for the independent happened activity of stem cells.

I would here, also, better define the “complete real mecha-

control of the German Ministry of Health.

nism of transportation and storage” of “biological infos” through

mational therapy” for “regenerative ophthalmic and whole body’

operating mechanism” into the “matrix” of the “multiverso” that is

The aim of this work is to define a new concept of: “Re-infor-

medicine” using a system for “reformatting” pathological eye tis-

the “water memory phenomenon” giving a definition of the whole
“computer like-biological program” that represents: the “real life
our: “multidimensional - olografic - universe”.
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At this point to understand the phenomenon it is important to

where the “biological chemical-electromagnetic infos” circulate

bonds in pentagonal-like-shaped structures and even more com-

biological informations and make the body work correctly follow-

introduce the whole concept of water memory and the clusters, a

cluster is a minimal group of water molecules binded by hydrogen

into the body’ fluids, allowing all biological hormonal enzymatic
and regulation’ systems and functions to circulate transferring the

plex cage-like-shaped structures where water’ molecules are or-

ing the stored program sequence.

tries and even at greater dilution also if there it is no more physical

freezing of body’ tissues by the clusters and ice-micro-crystals

information” that is still spread into the “body’ water’ memory”

ing of stored database and therefore, all biological informations

dered in a sequential like structure as a computer program, they

may contain an infinitesimal solute trace of homeopathic chemistrace or presence of the solute, the solution will maintain or even

strengthening its therapeutic efficacy due to the “electromagneticthat retains this “electromagnetic-information”.

My discover is that the “place” where these “electromagnetic-

On the contrary, death will occur for overheating or complete

complete melting or frozen, by which “info circulation”, that means
“life”, will be blocked and completely stopped with the disappearand programs too.

While it is still possible to survive after a partial freezing, under

informations” are physically stored is into: the “active ice micro-

peculiar circumstances, given that “micro-ice-microcrystals” could

that belongs to every physical crystal’ structure to store the elec-

with biological life’ conditions.

crystal” circulating into the “blood, lymphatic and endocellular

fluids”, “imprinted” on the “crystal ‘symmetrical planes” structure
tromagnetic informations as it happens in a computer where the
“infos” are stored into a “sylicon’ crystal microchip”.

To a superficial first approach, could seem impossible that “wa-

ter-ice-crystals” could survive without melting into a body (from
36 till 42 centigrades range), but we should first answer to some
questions, as example: how can be possible to survive in a desert at

50 - 60 centigrades?, where we can resist for some hours without

that our body’ temperature will rise over 37/38 boiling to equate
external temperature, as physically logic, without breathing inten-

sively (like a dog) nor having, apart sweating, no system to reduce,

the external strong heat, only an: “inside refrigerant system” can
explain it.

In fact biological life would end if our body’ fluids would “over-

heat” or completely “freeze” in very severe temperature’ conditions.

The “symmetrical planes of the ice micro-crystals” do act as a

“silicon crystal in a micro-chip” of an operating computer system,

where “water memory system infos” are recorded and stored to be
transported into the body ‘fluids and activate all enzymatic, hor-

still circulate and move into the body’ fluids, again, after having
been reactivated and reached a suitable temperature compatible

At contrary it is impossible to heal from excessive body temper-

ature around and beyond + 50 centigrades for ice-micro-crystals
complete melting with the stored infos completely lost.

An experiment that definitively confirms how the correct bio-

logical-informations is the “driving force” of all biological systems
in nature, it is the experiment that i repeated several times many

years ago using some plants: two identical pots, filled with homo-

geneous soil, with one bean’ seed in each pot, coming from the
same plant, identical for weight, shape, size and color with identical exposure to light.

In the first pot (n.1) a liquid chlorophyll (with low water dilu-

tion) was used.

In the second pot (n.2) water with chlorophyll in “homeopathic

dilution” after “succussion” or SKA (sequential kinetic activation)
or dynamization was used to create “informed water” through the

micro-ice-crystals and clusters storing the chlorophyll information
(biological natural mechanism).

In conclusion the plant in the second pot grew much faster and

monal and biological life’ mechanisms.

lush than that in the first pot (n.1).

a computer where the “software” is stored into the “ice-micro-

- principles:

Hence - life - is an - “informational’ system”- that works like

crystals-symmetrical-planes” (as into the “sylicon-micro-crystal”),

My retrobulbar injections therapy takes advantage of these - 4
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1) Principle: Chemical-electromagnetic mechanism of “information” into “ice-micro-crystals” induces an “informational

active regeneration of stem cells”. my omotoxicological cocktails with the correct natural pharmacological informations

directly put into “retrobulbar fat of the eye”, one of “reachest
place” of stem cells in the body, do this work.

2) Principle: “Trophic-induction” = the ability of a substance

to direct properly the cellular regeneration towards a dam-

aged/diseased tissue also through the informations provided
by “organotherapic messangers” = purified minimal extracts

of tissues derived from “pork-organs” that exhibit more “af-

finities” with human’ tissues” confirming the “homeopathic
principle”: “similis similibus curantur” = similar treatment
for similar creatures.

3) Principle: “Positive-trophism” = also in case of shortage on

the spot of stem cells in one specific organ/tissue, “it” allows

48

ing the best and more safe way of “potential healing” by “self-regu-

lating” without collateral effects due to “respect of the body natural
physiology”.

Last but not the least, through the retrobulbar area i have a

“lucky” direct communication with the brain and spine by the fa-

vorable anatomical circumstance to overcame the: “blood-brain
and spine-barrier” through the optic nerve and vessels by “skull

optical channel” that allows the passage of the “biological-infos”
in the “cephalus-spinal liquid” that wet and nourish the brain and
spine and optical nerve and eye too, the “liquid” will flows like a fall
from “optic-channel” to the brain-spine and to all organs following
our “metameric’ body distribution”.
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the stem cells to reach that organ/tissue damaged also if the

stem cells reactivated are far from target organ/tissue, especially through blood, lymph, and intracellular fluids, this
is led by a “rescue program” that spontaneously activates

through bio-chemical “allarm mediators” circulating in the

body’ fluids (the cytokine’ mechanism). This last principle

has been defined as a “bystander-reaction” by heine in 1993
and after weiner and mayer in 1996 identified as a: “primum

movens” (= first action) as a consequence of an “inflammatory reaction” for any organ/tissue’ damage both for a patho-

logical process or to repair a mechanical or chemical-toxic
damage, the stem cells will be consequently activated.

4) Principle: “Regenerative-independency” when stem cells

will activate the “totipotent” ones that will not necessarily
reach “only” the targeted organ/tissue for which therapy
was prepared but “totipotentiality” will give “them” an “autonomous independent behavior” they will go where “they-

think” could be a “need” or to “restore” a possible “biological

balance” that we cannot explain with “our to-day logic” like

the un-expected “black hair re-growths” that was not, (for
me), a “real necessity”, but, that in any case, did happen, a

possible explanation could be in “chinese natural medicine”

principles as a bio-energetic “chi” re-equilibration in the
main-body-channels.

These 4 main principles promote the “regenerative self-healing

stem cells’ mechanism” present in all biological-entities represent-
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